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other member of the examining committee were Dr. M.E. Cannon, Dr. R. Li and
Dr. D.H. Manz.
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ABSTRACT

Differential GPS kinematic positioning using P code and narrow correlator
spacing C/A code technologies in the marine environment is investigated with
emphasis on a high level of accuracy. Theory of GPS observables and error
sources are reviewed and analyzed. Two processing methods, namely, carrier
phase ambiguity resolution on the fly and carrier phase smoothing of the code,
are presented. A variation of the least-squares ambiguity search technique is
applied in three kinematic tests, namely two shipborne cases and a land vehicle
case. In order to improve the on-the-fly ambiguity resolution time and reliability
with single frequency receivers, a quadruple receiver system consisting of two
static monitor units and two mobile remote units mounted on the mobile
platform is developed. Results of this system are analyzed and assessed. The
application for water level profiling with a cm-level accuracy is also investigated
using GPS carrier phase observations with the ambiguities resolved on the fly.
Agreement between GPS-derived and levelled orthometric heights at Bench
Marks along the shores of the river is reached at 6.4 cm RMS.
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NOTATION

i)

Symbols
a0

satellite clock time offset

a1

frequency offset

a2

frequency drift

c

speed of light

dt

satellite clock error

dT

receiver clock error

dion

ionospheric bias

dtrop

tropospheric delay

dρ

orbit errors

f

frequency

h

ellipsoidal height

H

orthometric height

L1

GPS carrier with frequency of 1575.42 MHz

L2

GPS carrier with frequency of 1227.60 MHz

N

carrier phase integer ambiguity, or

N

geoidal height

P

pseudorange observation, or

P

surface pressure in standard atmospheres

rs

distance from the center of the earth to the station

t

measurement transmit time

T

surface temperature

^

denotes estimated quantity

ρ

range between the receiver and the satellite
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ii)

Φ

carrier phase observation (m)

λ

carrier phase wavelength

ε(p)

measurement noise

ε(prx)

receiver pseudorange noise

ε(pmult)

multipath effects in pseudorange

ε(Φ)

carrier phase noise

ε(Φrx)

receiver carrier phase noise

ε(Φmult)

multipath effects in carrier phase

Defined Operators
C -1

matrix inverse

∇

single difference between satellites

∆

single difference between receivers

∇∆

double difference

nint(. )

nearest integer of

∏

product of

Σ

summation of

.

( )

derivative with respect to time

iii) Acronyms
AFM

Ambiguity Function Method

B.M.'s

Bench Marks

CHS

Canadian Hydrographic Service

C/A

Coarse Acquisition code

DD

Double Difference

DGPS

Differential GPS

GDOP

Geometry Dilution of Precision
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GPS

Global Positioning System

LSAST

Least-Squares Ambiguity Search Technique

OTF

On The Fly

P code

Precise acquisition code

PDOP

Positional Dilution of Precision

RMS

Root Mean Square

SA

Selective Availability

SPS

Standard Positioning Service

TEC

Total Electron Content
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE

GPS positioning is required for a variety of hydrographic and other
applications. Precise positioning of a moving ship is especially challenging due
to the high dynamics of the antenna and the high reflectivity of the water. The
capabilities of GPS for shipborne applications have been extensively
investigated. The estimates of relative pseudo-range positioning can be achieved
with accuracies of 3m to 10m (e.g., Wells et al 1986). The use of carrier phase
smoothing techniques with standard C/A code receivers has resulted in RMS
accuracies at the 1-3 m level (e.g., Lachapelle et al 1988). If accuracies are
required at the sub-metre or centimetre level, the receivers and/or the data
processing techniques must be improved.

In order to achieve the centimetre level accuracy, carrier phase
measurements must be employed. Carrier phase measurements are precise but
they are ambiguous because the number of whole cycles (ambiguity) between the
satellite and the receiver is unknown. Thus, this unknown cycle ambiguity of
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carrier phase observation must be correctly resolved when high kinematic
positioning is required.

Ambiguity resolution on the fly is not easy to achieve. It relies on a lot of
factors, such as ambiguity search techniques, a change in receiver and satellite
geometry, and the effects of the observation errors (e.g., Abidin, 1992). In the
marine environment, the ship dynamics is generally more turbulent, cycle slips
are more frequent, multipath caused by the ship's reflective structure and sea
water is much larger, and the ship can never be static even if anchored in the
harbour. Therefore, on-the-fly ambiguity resolution is more challenging at the
beginning of the session, cycle slip occurrences as well as on occasions when the
rising of a new satellite will be included in the positioning process.

Over the past few years, various ambiguity search techniques have been
developed. These techniques include P code aided ambiguity resolution
(Wubbena, 1989; Abidin et al, 1990), the ambiguity function methods
(Counselman and Gourevitch, 1981; Remondi, 1984, 1991), and the least squares
ambiguity search technique (Hatch, 1991; Lachapelle et al 1992, 1993a,1993b).

The P-code aided ambiguity resolution technique requires P code and
L1/L2 carrier phase measurements. The linear combinations of carrier phase
measurements result in wide-lane and narrow-lane carrier phase for ambiguity
resolution process (Abidin et al, 1990). There are however three possible
problems. Firstly the P-code is scheduled to be unavailable for civilian use upon
completion of the full GPS constellation (McNeff,1992). Secondly, pseudoranges
are affected to a larger level by multipath and receiver noise than carrier phase
measurements.

Under realistic conditions, there may be some difficulties in
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resolving the integer ambiguities with confidence using pseudoranges alone. The
third problem is that the effects of the ionospheric errors are more sensitive in the
wide-lane observables.

The ambiguity function was first introduced in GPS data processing by
Counselman and Gourevitch (1981). This technique for kinematic and pseudokinematic applications has been thoroughly investigated (see for instance,
Mader, 1990; Remondi, 1991; Lachapelle et al, 1992). It is used to measure the
level of agreement among observations from satellites. It has the advantage
being of free from cycle slips. But it requires an intensive computation and the
discrimination between the right solution and false solutions sometime is not
robust (Hatch,1991). The studies of the on the fly ambiguity resolution results
using the ambiguity function technique for precise sea level measurements can
be found in (Kelecy et al, 1992).

The least-squares ambiguity search technique was proposed by Hatch
(1991). This method uses differential code measurements to estimate an
approximation for the mobile receiver to limit the potential number of integer
ambiguity solutions. Then, a least-squares search technique is used to isolate the
correct integer ambiguity combination. Four primary satellites are required to
generate an entire set of potential solutions and redundant secondary satellites to
identify the proper solution by the estimation of minimum variance factor.
Therefore, the least-squares ambiguity search technique is considered as a
measure of disagreement among the observations. Both the least-squares
ambiguity search technique and ambiguity function method were found to be
mathematically equivalent (Lachapelle et al 1992).
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Some other ambiguity resolution techniques have also been tested.
Landau and Euler (1992) used a sequential square root information filter to
conduct ambiguity resolutions. It is reportedly very fast and is suited for real
time applications. Abidin (1992) proposed an integrated search technique as the
best solution. Chen (1993) developed a fast ambiguity search filter based on the
concept of recursive computation of the search range of the ambiguities in the
filtering process of ambiguity resolution.

The ambiguity search method selected in this thesis is the least-squares
approach as described and implemented by Lachapelle et al (1992). Two
properties of the least squares search are employed. One is that only three of the
double difference carrier phase ambiguities are independent. The second
property is that the estimated variance factor calculated using the adjusted
carrier phase residuals should be minimum at the correct solution. Performance
of ambiguity resolution on the fly using dual frequency Ashtech P code and
single frequency NovAtel narrow correlator spacing C/A code technologies are
investigated in this thesis.

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the performance of narrow
correlator spacing single frequency C/A code and dual frequency P code
technologies for precise DGPS positioning in the marine environment. Two
processing methods, namely carrier phase ambiguity resolution on the fly and
carrier phase smoothing code, are employed. On-the-fly ambiguity resolution
with multi-receiver configuration is also studied to speed up the ambiguity
search process and to increase its reliability. Three kinematic test cases are used
in the analysis, namely two shipborne cases and a land mode case. The land case
consists of a quadruple receiver system to demonstrate the feasibility of
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ambiguity resolution with such a multi-receiver configuration for speeding up
the ambiguity search process. Survey launch tests are used to investigate precise
DGPS positioning with the NovAtel GPSCardTM and Ashtech P-XII receivers in
the marine environment.

1.2

OUTLINE OF THESIS

In Chapter 2, the fundamental aspects of GPS and kinematic positioning
are reviewed. The basic GPS observables and measurement models are
presented, observation error sources are described, and the differential GPS
technique to mitigate the error effects is outlined.

Chapter 3 describes the concepts and mathematical methodologies of two
processing methods employed in this research, namely carrier phase smoothing
of code and carrier phase ambiguity resolution on the fly. The concept of
ambiguity resolution on the fly with multi-receiver configuration is introduced.

Chapter 4 concentrates on kinematic results in the marine environment.
The field tests conducted and data sets used are described. Code multipath and
ionospheric effects are analyzed. Performance of ambiguity resolution on the fly
using narrow correlator spacing single frequency C/A code and dual frequency
P code technologies are investigated. The kinematic positioning results of carrier
phase solution, code solution and carrier phase smoothed code solution are
assessed and inter-compared.
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In Chapter 5, a quadruple receiver system consisting of two static monitor
units and two mobile remote units for ambiguity resolution is investigated. Field
tests in land mode conducted on two different occasions are described. The time
to resolution with the multi-receiver configuration is compared with single pairs
of units. The semi-kinematic results are analyzed and discussed.

Presented in Chapter 6 is an application of GPS to the water level profiling
of Fraser River, British Columbia.

Field works conducted and data

preprocessing are described. The DGPS static survey results for monitor stations
are given and triangle misclosures for the baseline solutions are also analyzed.
The kinematic water level profiling results are presented.

The differences

between GPS derived heights and leveled heights at bench marks along the river
are investigated. The accuracy of water level profiles is discussed.

The

performance of water level profile for long distance solutions between GPS
reference station and survey launch is also investigated.

Chapter

7

contains

the

main

recommendations for further investigations.
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conclusions

of

the

thesis

and

CHAPTER 2

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM AND
MEASUREMENT MODELS

Outlined in this chapter are the GPS concepts and the fundamental
models. The basic aspects of GPS are reviewed. The GPS measurement models
and error sources are then described. Finally, the differential GPS positioning
technique is summarized.

2.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based radio positioning
system designed for accurate navigation. It uses radio signals from satellites to
determine the three-dimensional positions of users . This system is composed of a
space segment, a control segment and a user segment.

The space segment

contains the satellites that broadcast the ranging signals. The control segment
consists of the ground monitor stations that perform the satellite tracking, orbit
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determination and time synchronization. The user segment is made up of the
GPS receivers that translate the satellite ranging signals into a navigation
solution.

Upon completion in 1994, the GPS constellation will involve 21 operating
satellites plus three spares (see Figure 2.1). These satellites are placed in six
different orbital planes at an altitude of 20,000 km above the earth. It is an allweather system providing 24 hour world-wide satellite coverage with a
minimum of four satellites in view simultaneously.

Figure 2.1 GPS Satellite Configuration

The GPS satellites continuously transmit signals on the frequencies;
L1=1575.42 MHz and L2=1227.6 MHz. The associated wavelengths of the L1 and
L2 carriers are approximately 19 cm and 24 cm, respectively. These carriers are
modulated with two types of code, namely the Clear Acquisition (C/A) code and
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the Precise (P) code. The L1 carrier is modulated with both the C/A and P code,
and the L2 carrier is modulated with the P code only. In addition, a navigation
message is also modulated on the carriers. The use of two kinds of code provides
two different accuracies to users. Two frequency signals can be used for the
correction of ionospheric effects on GPS measurements.

The concept of positioning with GPS is based on simultaneous ranging to
at least four GPS satellites to determine the unknown coordinates of a point
(Figure 2.2). From a geometric point of view, a unique solution can be obtained if
the distances from three satellites with known coordinates are measured.
Because the GPS satellite clocks cannot be synchronized with the user clock, a
fourth unknown (the clock bias) is introduced. Therefore, a minimum of four
satellites are used to determine the three-dimensional position vector.

Figure 2.2 Absolute GPS Positioning

The determination of point coordinates is affected by many errors
discussed later in this chapter. The single point positioning accuracy of the
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Standard Positioning Service (SPS) is 20 to 30 m when Selective Availability (SA)
is turned off (Lachapelle et al, 1991a). Selective Availability is effected through
satellite clock dithering and broadcast orbit ephemeris degradation.

When

Selective Availability is turned on, the accuracy is reduced to the 100 m (2 drms)
horizontal and 156 m (2 σ) vertical. The method of single point positioning
cannot generally meet precise positioning requirements. The differential GPS
positioning method can, however, significantly reduce the above errors.
Differential GPS positioning, also called relative positioning, involves
simultaneous occupation and tracking of satellites from a known point station
and from a mobile platform (Figure 2.3). This method exploits the fact that GPS
positioning errors are spatially correlated within a certain distance. Differential
GPS positioning may be done using several methods.

Differential range

corrections may be calculated by comparing the observed and predicted values
at the known point station and then applying these corrections to the
observations at the mobile platform. Alternatively, the common GPS positioning
errors may be cancelled by differencing between simultaneous observations at
the known point and the mobile platform. Both methods provide similar results
and determine the relative position of the trajectory with respect to the fixed
known station. The rms accuracies of differential GPS positioning are 2 m to 5 m
for code only, 0.5 m to 2 m for carrier phase smoothed code, and better than 10
cm for carrier phase solution when the separation between the monitor and
remote is less than 50 km (Lachapelle et al, 1991a).
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Monitor
GPS Receiver

Onboard GPS
Receiver

Figure 2.3 Differential GPS Positioning

2.2

GPS MEASUREMENT MODELS

Generally speaking, there are three basic GPS observations, namely
pseudorange, carrier phase and phase rate (also called Doppler frequency).

Pseudorange observation is the time delay between the transmission time
and the reception time of the satellite signals. The range between the receiver
and satellite is obtained by multiplying the transit time by the speed of light. The
pseudorange observation equation can be written as (Lachapelle, 1991b):

p = ρ + dρ + c (dt - dT) +dion + d trop + ε(p)

where

(2.1)

p

... is the pseudorange observation (m)

ρ

... is the range between the receiver and the satellite (m)

dρ

... is the orbit error (m)

c

... is the speed of light in vacuum (m/s)
87

dt

... is the satellite clock error (s)

dT

... is the receiver clock error (s)

dion

... is the ionospheric delay(m)

dtrop

... is the tropospheric delay (m)

ε(p)

... is the measurement noise (m).

The code measurement noise ε(p) contains code receiver noise ε(prx) and
multipath ε(pmult). It can be expressed as (Lachapelle, 1991b):

ε(p) = f { ε(prx), ε(pmult)}

where

(2.2)

ε(prx)

... is the receiver pseudorange noise (m)

ε(pmult)

... is the multipath effect in pseudorange (m).

Carrier phase observation is the difference between the phase of the
incoming carrier signal from the satellite and the phase of a carrier signal
generated by receiver oscillator. The difference, which is the beat frequency, is
due to the Doppler effect caused by the relatiove motion between the satellite
and observation point. The carrier phase measurement equation is given as
(Lachapelle, 1991b):

Φ = ρ + dρ + c (dt - dT) + λ N - dion + d trop + ε(Φ)

where

Φ

... is the carrier phase observation (m)

λ

... is the carrier phase wavelength (m/cycle)

N

... is the carrier phase integer ambiguity (cycles)

ε(Φ)

... is the carrier phase noise (m)

ρ, dρ, c, dt, dT, d ion, dtrop are the same as in Eqn. (2.1).
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(2.3)

Similar to code measurement noise, the carrier phase measurement noise ε(Φ) is
also a function of receiver noise ε(Φrx) and multipath ε(Φmult), i.e.,

ε(Φ) = f { ε(Φrx), ε(Φmult) }
where

(2.4)

ε(Φrx)

... is the receiver carrier phase noise (m)

ε(Φmult)

... is the multipath effects in carrier phase (m).

Comparing Eqn. (2.1) with Eqn. (2.3), it is seen that both pseudorange and
carrier phase measurements are similar except for the ambiguity term λ N, the
sign of the ionospheric correction term dion, and the noise of ε(p) and ε(Φ). The
two observations have a different level of accuracy. The carrier phase
observation has a much lower receiver noise and multipath effect than the
pseudorange observation and thus a higher accuracy,

but it is ambiguous

because the integer value of the carrier phase ambiguity N cannot be known in
advance. It is not an easy task to determine the ambiguity even in the case of
static positioning. A discussion of ambiguity resolution on the fly is found in
next Chapter.
A third fundamental GPS observation is the Doppler frequency which is
simply the time derivative of the carrier phase. The Doppler frequency is
measured on the pseudorange. The model for GPS the Doppler frequency
measurement can be written as:
. .
.
. .
.
.
.
=
ρ
+ d ρ + c(dt − dT ) − dion + d trop +ε( Φ)
Φ

where

.

( )

... denotes a time derivative.
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(2.5)

As shown in Eqn. (2.5), the Doppler frequency is not a function of the
carrier phase ambiguity. Thus it is free from cycle slips and is usually used for
estimation of the receiver velocity.

From the mathematical models of GPS

observations discussed before, it is noted that GPS measurements are subject to a
number of errors, which will be described in Section 3.

2.3

ERROR SOURCES

The errors in GPS observations include receiver noise, multipath,
tropospheric and ionospheric delays, satellite and receiver clock errors, and
orbital errors. They are discussed in the following subsections.

2.3.1

Receiver Noise

Receiver measurement noise includes the thermal noise intercepted by the
antenna or generated by the internal components of the receiver (Martin, 1980).
It is affected by many parameters, such as, the tracking bandwith, the signal to
noise density and code tracking mechanization parameters.

Usually,

manufacturers claim that the noise levels are respectively 1 m for C/A code
pseudorange, 10 cm for P code pseudorange and 5 mm for carrier phase. It
should be mentioned that NovAtel GPSCard TM, through the narrow correlator
spacing code tracking loop technology employed, can achieve 10 cm accuracy for
C/A code pseudorange.
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2.3.2

Multipath

Multipath is the phenomena where the reception of signals is reflected by
objects and surfaces in the environment around the antenna. Multipath error
affects both pseudorange and carrier phase measurements.

The amount of

multipath error for code observation is much larger than carrier phase multipath
error. Pseudorange multipath can reach up to one chip length of the PRN code,
i.e., 293 m for the C/A code, and 29.3 m for the P code; while carrier phase
multipath is less than 25 % the carrier phase wavelength, e.g., approximate 5 cm
for L1 carrier phase (Georgiadou and Kleusberg, 1989). The multipath is also
proportional to the ratio of the direct signal power to the reflected signal power.
Typically, in static case, multipath is non-gaussian in nature and shows
sinusoidal oscillations with periods of a few minutes.

In kinematic mode,

multipath is more random owing to vehicle movement and the environment
change. Even in the case where multipath is considered as random, it will still
result in additional measurement noise of several metres (Lachapelle et al, 1989).
Especially in the marine environment, multipath is greater due to ship reflective
structure and sea water. Hence, multipath is the dominant error source for
applications of shipborne GPS positioning.

There are several techniques for reduction of multipath error. The most
direct and simple approach is careful selection of the antenna site and special
antenna design; for example, using a chokering groundplane can significantly
mitigate the multipath error.

The second much used technique is temporal

averaging. This technique can effectively remove multipath signatures, but it
does not work well for multipath from nearby objects. The third method is to
calibrate pseudorange multipath by using a linear combination of carrier phase
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observables.

Carrier phase measurements are two orders of magnitude less

noisy than code measurements in terms of multipath effect.

The combined

carrier phase with code can reduce the pseudorange multipath effects. The last
method discussed here is using the narrower lag spacing to mitigate the
multipath. This technique does a very good job especially for the C/A code (Van
Dierendonck, et, al, 1992).

2.3.3

Tropospheric Delay

The tropospheric delay is caused by the refraction of a GPS signal in lower
atmosphere (the layer from the earth surface to approximately 60 km). The
magnitude of tropospheric delay is affected by a number of parameters, such as,
the temperature, humidity, pressure, the height of the user, and the type of
terrain below the signal path.

The effect of the troposphere is usually considered as a mixture of a dry
and a wet component. The dry component contributes about 80 % to 90 % of the
total tropospheric refraction and can be modeled with an accuracy of 1 % to 2 %
at the zenith.

The wet component is only some 10 % - 20 % of the total

tropospheric refraction and cannot be estimated accurately due to the variability
of water vapour. When elevation angle of satellite decreases (below 10˚ ), the
tropospheric delay will be much greater and will be estimated with much less
accuracy. It will result in a lower position accuracy. This is one major reason
why satellites with elevation angles greater than 10˚ are used for precise static
and kinematic GPS positioning.
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There have been numerous studies performed in the creation and testing
of tropospheric models (Hopfield, 1969; Saastamoinen, 1973; Black, 1978). The
Black model is a very easy one and is expressed as (Black, 1978):

∆ S = ∆ Sd + ∆ Sw

(2.6)

∆ Sd = 2.34 P • [ ( T - 4.12)/T ] • I ( h = hd, E )

(2.7)

∆ Sw = kw • I ( h = hw, E )

(2.8)

I ( h = h, E ) = { 1- [(cos E)/(1+(1 - lc)h/rs)]2 }-1/2

(2.9)

hd = 148.98 (T - 4.12) m above the station

(2.10)

hw = 13,000 m
lc = 0.85
kw = 0.28 for summer in tropics or mid-latitudes
0.20 for spring or fall in mid-latitudes
0.12 for winter in maritime mid-latitudes
0.06 for winter in continental mid-latitudes
0.05 for polar regions
rs distance from the center of the earth to the station
P surface pressure in standard atmospheres
T surface temperature

2.3.4

Ionospheric Effect

The ionosphere is a layer of the atmosphere which is roughly 50 to 1000
km above the Earth's surface. It is composed of a sufficient concentration of free
electrons to affect electromagnetic waves significantly. GPS signals traveling
through the ionosphere are affected by refraction and dispersion. The refractive
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group index of the ionosphere is greater than 1, which means that the group
velocity of radio waves is smaller than the speed of light in vacuum.

The

refractive phase index of the ionosphere is smaller than 1, so the phase velocity of
radio waves is greater than the speed of light in vacuum. These cause delay on
the measured pseudorange and advance on the measured carrier phase.
Therefore, the ionospheric corrections are the opposite sign on pseudorange and
carrier phase observations, respectively.

The ionospheric effect is proportional to the Total Electron Content (TEC)
along the propagation path and can be expressed as (Klobuchar, 1983):

∆ t = Error!TEC

where

c

... is the speed of light

f

... is the frequency

(2.11)

TEC ... is the Total Electron Content or columnar electron density in
el m -2 (nbr of electrons in a column of 1m x 1m )

The above equation shows that the ionospheric delay is dependent on
TEC. The TEC varies with solar ionizing flux, magnetic activity, sunspot cycle,
season, time of day, user location and satellite elevation angle. The amount of
ionospheric error may range from more than 150 m (at midday, during periods
of intense sunspot activity, with the satellite at low elevation) to less than 5 m (at
night, during periods of minimum sunspot activity, with the satellite at the
zenith) (Wells et al, 1986).
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One way to assess ionospheric effect is by taking dual frequency
measurements and using the dispersive nature of the ionosphere to eliminate the
ionospheric error. The group delay and carrier phase advance can be estimated
as (Wells et al, 1986):

where

d ρion = [ ρ(L1) − ρ(L2) ] Error!

(2.12)

d Φion = Error![ Φ(L1) - Error!Φ(L2) - (N1 - Error!N2 ) ]

(2.13)

dρion, dΦion ...are the ionospheric corrections to the L1 pseudorange
and carrier phase measurements
ρ(L1), ρ(L2) ... are the L1 and L2 pseudorange measurements
Φ(L1), Φ(L2) ... are the L1 and L2 carrier phase measurements
f1 , f2
N1 , N2

... are the L1 and L2 frequencies
... are the ambiguities on L1 and L2

Strictly speaking, the carrier phase ionospheric correction at a specific
epoch cannot be determined due to the unknown ambiguities N1 , N 2 . Only the
differential ionospheric correction can be calculated if both L1 and L2 are tracked
over a time interval (t1 , t2 ) without any cycle slips. The technique using dual
frequency correction can be expected to remove most the ionospheric error.
However, during mid-afternoons and high solar activity cycle, this correction
may not be adequate for certain applications (Wells et al, 1986).

Differencing observations from one satellite between two stations can
reduce ionospheric effect since the ionospheric delay is to same extent spatially
correlated between the stations. The another technique is to use the broadcast
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model for reducing the ionospheric error. About 50 % of this delay can be
removed by application of the standard ionospheric model (Klobuchar, 1983). As
well, Weigen et al (1993) applies a least-squares technique to estimate the error of
the ionosphere with single frequency measurements based on the opposite signs
of the group delay and carrier phase advance.

2.3.5

Satellite and Receiver Clock Errors

The satellite clock error is the difference of satellite clock time with respect
to true GPS time. The relationship between a specific clock time and GPS time is
transmitted by the Control Segment through a three parameter model (Wells et
al, 1986)

∆ tsv = a0 + a1 ( t - t0 ) + a2 ( t - t0 )2

(2.14)

where ∆ tsv ... is the difference between satellite clock time and GPS time
t

... is the measurement transmit time

t0

... is the reference time

a0

... is the satellite clock time offset

a1

... is the frequency offset

a2

... is the frequency drift

GPS satellites carry atomic clock which maintain a highly accurate GPS
time in orbit. However, the accuracy is degraded by Selective Availability (SA).
SA includes satellite clock dithering which is implemented through the injection
of errors in the a 1 term and reduces the accuracy from the sub 100 nanosecond
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level to 300 nanoseconds (Dewey, 1992). When the difference from a satellite to
two receivers is performed, the satellite clock error is removed.

Receiver clock error is the offset of the receiver clock time with respect to
GPS time. In general, geodetic receivers are synchronized with GPS time before
observation sessions, but the synchronization to a fraction of a millisecond is
possible. As well, the receiver clock may drift after synchronization. Since the
error is dependent on receiver hardware, it can be estimated as an unknown
parameter or eliminated by differencing from one receiver to two satellites.

2.3.6

Orbital Error

The orbital error arises from the uncertainties of the predicted broadcast
ephemerides and Selective Availability (SA). The broadcast ephemerides of the
satellites are updated by GPS Control Segment.

In order to generate the

navigation messages of the satellites, monitoring stations distributed around the
world are required to continuously track all satellites in view. Then, this data is
transmitted to the master station and processed to create up-to-date navigation
parameters. It is estimated that broadcast ephemerides error is about 20 metres.
When post-mission precise ephemerides replace the broadcast ephemerides, the
precise orbits are accurate at the 5 metre level.

In addition to satellite clock dithering discussed above, SA is also
implemented by degrading satellite orbital information to deny unauthorized
real-time use of full GPS position and velocity accuracy. It is estimated that the
accuracy may decrease to 100 m (2 drms) when SA is turned on.
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2.4

DIFFERENTIAL GPS TECHNIQUES

The fundamental model equations for pseudorange, carrier phase and
Dopller frequency involve bias terms related to satellite and receiver clock errors,
orbital error and atmospheric effects. It is found that many of these errors are
spatially correlated between the receivers tracking simultaneous satellites. Some
errors are to a certain extent satellite dependent, such as orbital, atmospheric and
satellite clock errors; some errors are receiver dependent, such as receiver clock
errors. Differencing GPS observations ('between-satellite', or 'between receiver' ,
and both 'between-receiver' and 'between-satellite') are used to eliminate or
effectively reduce the common errors.
The single 'between receiver' difference (see Figure 2.4) can be performed
by differencing the GPS observations from two receivers to one satellite. The
single difference equations for the pseudorange, carrier phase and Dopller
frequency are (Lachapelle, 1991b):

where

∆p = ∆ρ + d∆ρ - c∆dT + ∆dion + ∆dtrop + ∆ε(p)

(2.15)

∆ Φ = ∆ρ + d∆ρ - c∆dT + λ∆Ν − ∆dion + ∆dtrop + ∆ε(Φ)

(2.16)

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
∆ Φ = ∆ρ +∆ d ρ+ c ∆ dT −∆ d ion +∆ dtrop + ∆ε(Φ )

(2.17)

∆

... denotes a single difference operator between receivers
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SV

Receiver B

Receiver A

Figure 2.4 Single Differencing Between Receivers
In the single difference observables, the satellite clock error has been
vanished and the residual orbital and atmospheric effects have been reduced and
can be neglected for stations separated less than 30 km under normal
atmospheric conditions.

The relative receiver clock error, however, may be

significant and must be estimated, along with the parameters of position,
velocity and carrier phase ambiguity.

To eliminate the receiver clock error,

double difference between receivers and between satellites (shown in Figure 2.5)
can be employed. The equations are as follows:

where

∇∆ p = ∇∆ρ + d∇∆ρ + ∇∆dion + ∇∆dtrop + ∇∆ε(p)

(2.18)

∇∆ Φ = ∇∆ρ + d∇∆ρ + λ∇∆Ν − ∇∆dion + ∇∆dtrop + ∇∆ε(Φ)

(2.19)

.
.
.
.
.
.
∇∆ Φ = ∇∆ρ +∇∆ d ρ − ∇ ∆ dion +∇∆ d trop + ∇ ∆ ε (Φ )

(2.20)

∇∆ ... represents the double difference operator between two
stations and two satellites.
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Figure 2.5 Double Differencing Between Receivers and Satellites

As shown equations (2.18) to (2.20), the double differenced observables
have cancelled out both the receiver and satellite clock errors and have further
reduced the orbital and propagation effects. In addition, this method allows to
optimally exploit the integer nature of carrier phase ambiguity. In fact, double
differencing GPS positioning technique is considered as the best processing
method and is extensively used for GPS applications (Remondi, 1984, Cannon,
1987, 1991).

It is also noted that the double difference of carrier phase observation
contains the double difference ambiguity term.

In order to achieve high

positioning accuracy, the integer ambiguity must be correctly resolved before the
beginning of the mission and then fixed in kinematic surveys. In shipborne case,
however, the ship can never be static even if anchored in the harhour. Cycle
slips often occur in carrier phase observations due to ship dynamics and
multipath effects. Therefore, it is necessary to resolve ambiguity on the fly for
87

precise GPS positioning in the marine environment.
problems to be dealt with in this thesis.
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It is one of the main

CHAPTER 3

POST-PROCESSING METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, two processing methods for kinematic GPS positioning are
examined. One is the carrier phase smoothing of the code method. The other is
the least-squares ambiguity search technique.

At the end of this chapter,

ambiguity resolution on the fly with a multi-receiver configuration is also
discussed.

3.1

CARRIER PHASE SMOOTHING OF CODE

The carrier phase smoothing of the code combines pseudorange and
carrier phase observations to form an instantaneous pseudorange measurement
with much lower noise and multipath effects than the code measurement alone.
This technique was first proposed by Hatch (1982) using carrier phase
measurements to filter the pseudoranges. The method was thereafter enhanced
by other investigators, e.g., Lachapelle et al (1987, 1989), Goad (1990), Cannon &
Lachapelle (1992), to model or control ionospheric and multipath effects.
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The general carrier phase smoothed pseudorange at time k may be written
as (Lachapelle et al 1987):

Pk = WP k PK + WΦ k { PK-1 + ( Φk - Φk-1 )}

where Pk

(3.1)

WPK = WPK - 1 - 0.01

{e.g. 0.01 ≤ WPK ≤1.00}

(3.2)

WΦK = WΦK - 1 - 0.01

{e.g. 0.00 ≤ WΦ K ≤0.99}

(3.3)

... is the measured pseudorange at tk
Φk

... is the measured carrier phase measurement at tk

Pk

... is the "smoothed" measurement at tk

∧

At time t1 ( first epoch):
∧

P 1 = P1

(3.4)

The improved ratio between raw and carrier phase smoothed
pseudorange is estimated as (Goad, 1990):
∧

σ(Pk ) / σ( P k ) ≅ 1.5 − 3

(3.5)

Since the effect of ionosphere on code has the opposite sign than the effect
on the carrier phase, two smoothing ramp methods can be implemented in
parallel to reduce the ionospheric error (Cannon & Lachapelle, 1991). These two
ramps are N/2 epochs apart (e.g., 100 is number of measurements in this
example). Each ramp is reset at every N epochs. The notion of two parallel
carrier phase smoothing is shown in Figure 3.1 .
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Figure 3.1: "Dual Ramp" Carrier Phase Smoothing

Initially and after cycle slips, these two ramps are initialized at the same
time. After N/2 epochs, the first filter is reset and the second filter is used for
N/2 more epochs. By this time, the second ramp is reset and the smoothing
continues with the first ramp again.

Carrier phase smoothed code has reached accuracies at the 25 - 100 cm
level in land kinematic mode using narrow correlator spacing technology
(Cannon & Lachapelle, 1992). In the marine environment, an accuracy of the 50 100 cm level is achieved (shown in the following Chapter). Therefore, when the
correct ambiguity cannot be solved due to a variety of factors, the use of carrier
phase smoothed code method is preferable.
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3.2

LEAST-SQUARES AMBIGUITY SEARCH TECHNIQUE

The least-squares ambiguity search technique with the use of primary and
secondary satellites was proposed by Hatch (1991) and a modified version was
developed by Lachapelle et al (1992).

The least-squares ambiguity search approach can be conducted through
three steps: an approximate position is estimated, an entire set of four primary
satellites ambiguities centered on the initial position are generated and a leastsquares search technique is applied to identify the correct integer ambiguity
combination. The centre of the search space can be estimated by using a double
difference code solution or carrier phase smoothed code solution. The size of the
search cube depends on the accuracy of the approximate solution. Generally, the
search volume is bounded by
x = x0 ± k σx 0

(3.6)

y = y 0 ± k σ y0

(3.7)

z = z0 ± k σ z 0

(3.8)

where x0, y0, z0 are the coordinate estimates from a code or carrier phase
smoothed code solution; σ x 0 , σ y0 , σ z

0

are their standard deviations. The

constant k can be set to 3 or 4, which corresponds to a confidence level of more
than 99%. It is required that the initial coordinates should be determined as
accurately as possible since the search space defined by the above error bounds
must include the correct but yet unknown solution corresponding to the correct
ambiguity set. If the search space is larger, the number of potential ambiguity
solutions will increase , and more computation time will be required.
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The least-squares ambiguity search technique exploits the fact that only
three of the double difference phase ambiguities are independent. Once the
double difference phase ambiguities are known, the position of the moving
receiver can be determined, and the ambiguities corresponding to remaining
satellites can be fixed. Four primary satellites are required to generate an entire
set of ambiguities. In the three - dimensional cube, the ambiguities are calculated
for the eight corners of the block for the three double difference pairs. The
maximum and minimum ambiguities for each double difference pair are saved.
Combinations of potential ambiguities can be generated using nest increment
loops between the minimum and maximum of each ambiguity.

The total

number of potential ambiguity sets for double difference pairs of four primary
satellites are
3

Nbr of sets = ∏ [(max. ambiguity - min. ambiguity) + 1]i
i =1

(3.9)

Based on the potential ambiguity combinations, the potential solution of
the moving receiver can be uniquely determined, then the ambiguities of the
remaining secondary satellites can be computed as follows:

∇∆Ν s ( j ) = nint (Error!)

where

(3.10)

∇∆Ν s (j) ... is the calculated ambiguity corresponding to the
secondary satellite j.
∇∆Φobs(j) ... is the double difference phase observations in length
units.
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∇∆Φcalc(j) ... is the double difference calculated ranges using satellite
position and the potential solution.
λ

... is the carrier phase signal wavelength.

nint(.)

... denotes the rounding of the value to the nearest integer
number.

When the integer ambiguities have been determined, the measurement
residuals can be calculated as

v (i) = ∇∆Φ obs(i) - ∇∆Φcalc(i) - ∇∆Ν(i)

where

(3.11)

v (i) ... is the residual vector of phase observations for the primary
and secondary satellites

Once the measurement residuals have been computed, the estimated
variance factor can be estimated as:

(3.12)

Error!= Error!

where Error!

... is the estimated variance factor

C -1 ... is the covariance matrix of the carrier phase observation
ns

... is the number of satellites

At the correct potential solution, the calculated phase observations should
be very close to the associated measured carrier phase observations and the
residuals should be minimum. It would result in that the estimated variance
factor should also be a minimum. For each potential ambiguity combination, the
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estimated variance

factor Error!is compared to a predetermined threshold

applying the chi-squares statistical testing. If the estimated factor for a particular
potential solution is less than the priori variance factor , this integer ambiguity
combination is retained and further tested at the subsequent epochs. If the test
fails, the potential integer ambiguity combination is rejected.

The variance factor statistic test corresponding to a single epoch
observation is referred to as the local variance factor test, while the variance
factor calculated using multiple epochs of observations is considered as a global
variance factor. Usually, the number of satellites in view is less than eight. The
degree of freedom of the local variance factor is therefore not greater than four.
In the sense of statistical testing, the calculated variance factor is unstable due to
the low number of redundant observations. It implies that the estimated local
variance factor may vary a lot from one kinematic epoch to the subsequent epoch
owing to receiver noise and environmental changes. For global variance factor
testing, the degree of freedom is higher and the global estimated variance factor
is more stable than the local estimated variance factor. Hence, in the statistical
testing, a relatively loose threshold is employed for the local variance factor
testing and a more stringent threshold is assigned to the global variance testing.

If more than one potential solution passes the statistical test at a given
epoch, the ambiguity sets related to these potential solutions are saved and
further examined at the subsequent epoch. If no potential solution passes the
test, the whole least-squares ambiguity search process restarts at a new epoch.
This process also restarts when cycle slips occur on the primary satellites during
the search period.
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When the number of potential solutions is reduced to a relatively low
number (usually, 10 is used) after a certain number of tests, the smallest variance
factor is compared with the second smallest variance factor to accelerate the
convergence time of this search procedure. If the ratio is greater than a specified
threshold (herein, 2 is chosen), the potential solution with the smaller variance is
accepted as the correct ambiguity combination.

If dual frequency measurements are available, the widelane methods can
be used. The widelane carrier phase observations are constructed from L1 and
L2 carrier phase observations as follows:

φ∆ = φ1 - φ2

(3.13)

with
f∆ = f1 - f2 ; λ ∆ = c/f ∆ = 86.25 cm

(3.14)

The wavelength is increased to some 86 cm (compared to 19 cm for L1 or
24 cm for L2), which makes it more easy to estimate the corresponding
ambiguities. However, if only single frequency data is available, the use of a
multi-receiver configuration for ambiguity resolution on the fly might be
improved.

3.3

AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION ON THE FLY WITH A MUTI-RECEIVER
CONFIGURATION

The use of a multi-receiver configuration, such as a triple receiver system
(two monitors and one remote, or one monitor and two remotes) or a quadruple
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receiver system (two monitors and two remotes), might improve the convergence
time for least-squares ambiguity resolution with single frequency data. There are
four main advantages of using such a multi-receiver system for on-the-fly
ambiguity resolution. The first one is that one can estimate more reliably the bias
effects of receiver noise and carrier phase multipath and can average out these
biases more effectively with a multi-receiver system than with a single monitor remote pair. The second advantage is that the size of the initial ambiguity search
space can be reduced since the approximate position of the moving receiver can
be determined with a higher level of accuracy. The third advantage is that the
double difference integer ambiguities between two monitor and two remote
receiver pairs can be resolved quickly since the separation between these units is
short (a few of metres) and easily determined. The fourth advantage is that the
double difference ambiguities among the various monitor - remote receiver pairs
satisfy certain relationships which can be used as constraints to speed up the
ambiguity search process and to increase its reliability.

This novel concept was first developed and implemented by Lachapelle et
al (1993c). The results of the quadruple receiver system for ambiguity resolution
on the fly are also addressed in Chapter 5 in this thesis. In the following, the
relationships of the double difference ambiguities among the various monitorremote receiver pairs are derived.

In order to derive the relationship between the double difference integer
ambiguities, one triple receiver system (one monitor and two remotes) is
considered.

The subscript 0

is used to represent the monitor receiver and

subscripts 1, 2 denote remote receivers. Regardless of the effects of biases in
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Eqn. (2.19), the double difference carrier phase measurement equation can be
written as:

∇∆Φ1−0 =[(Φ1j - Φ1i) - (Φ0j - Φ0i)]

=[(ρ 1j - ρ 1i) - (ρ 0j - ρ 0i)] - λ[(N 1j - N1i) - (N0j - N0i)]
= ∇∆ρ1−0 + λ∇∆N1−0

(3.15)

∇∆Φ2−0 =[(Φ2j - Φ2i) - (Φ0j - Φ0i)]

=[(ρ 2j - ρ 2i) - (ρ 0j - ρ 0i)] - λ[(N2j - N2i) - (N0j - N0i)]
= ∇∆ρ2−0 + λ∇∆N2−0

(3.16)

where the superscripts i and j represent the satellites. The superscript i is
considered the base satellite. Subtracting Eqn. (3.15) from (3.16), the double
difference carrier phase measurement between two remote receivers is:

∇∆Φ2−1 =[(Φ2j - Φ2i) - (Φ1j - Φ1i)]

=[(ρ 2j - ρ 2i) - (ρ 1j - ρ1i)] - λ[(N 2j - N2i) - (N1j - N 1i)]
= ∇∆ρ 2−1 + λ∇∆N2−1

(3.17)

In simplified form, Eqn. (3.17) can be written as:

∇∆N2−1 = ∇∆N2−0 − ∇∆N1−0

(3.18)

Since the distance between two remote receivers on the moving platform
is short, the double difference ambiguity ∇∆N2−1 can be determined quickly and
reliably. It can thereafter be used as a constraint in solving the double difference
integer

ambiguities

between

the

monitor and remote receivers (∇∆N1−0,
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∇∆N2−0).

If the more satellites are available and more receivers, such as a

quadruple receiver system, are used, additional double difference ambiguity
equations may be generated. If the double difference ambiguity relations among
these units are introduced as additional constraints to isolate the correct integer
ambiguity set, it improves the convergence time for the ambiguity search
process.
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CHAPTER 4

SHIPBORNE TESTING AND RESULTS USING P CODE AND HIGH
PERFORMANCE C/A CODE TECHNOLOGIES

In order to assess and compare two the processing methods discussed in
Chapter 3, namely carrier phase ambiguity resolution on the fly and carrier
phase smoothing of the code, a detailed analysis of a survey launch test is
described. This chapter describes the field test conducted, analyses the code
multipath and ionospheric effects, and assesses and compares the performance
of ambiguity resolution on the fly for two receiver technologies.

They are

narrow correlator spacing single frequency C/A code and dual frequency P code
technologies.

The achievable accuracy of the carrier phase solution, code

solution and carrier phase smoothed code solution are also discussed.

The

results described herein were reported by Lachapelle et al (1993b).

4.1

DESCRIPTION OF DATA SETS

A marine survey launch test was conducted by The University of Calgary
and the Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS) in early September 1992 off the
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cost of Sidney, B.C.. The GPS observations selected for post-processing in this
thesis were collected on September 3 over a period of 40 minutes. The survey
launch trajectory for the selected data is shown in Figure 4.1. The boat traveled
at cruising speeds of 10 to 15 knots (18 to 27 km h -1). The satellites observed,
together with their azimuths and elevations during the period of the selected
data, are listed in Table 4.1. The PDOP varied from 1.9 to 2.6. The differential
mode was employed and one GPSCard™ and one P-XII unit were used on-shore.
The distance between these two shore-based monitor stations was 2.6 m. The
distance between the shore units and the launch ranged from 10 to 24 km.
The antenna configuration used on the launch is shown in Figure 4.2.
Three GPScard™s and one P-XII unit were used. All code and carrier phase data
were recorded at a data rate of two Hz using PC laptops. The three-GPSCard™
configuration was used to obtain redundant observations

for the on-the-fly

ambiguity resolution solutions and to estimate the attitude parameters of the
launch. The results of the attitude parameter estimation experiment are reported
by Lu et al (1993).

The distances between the three GPSCard™ units were

measured with an accuracy of about one cm, as shown in Figure 4.2. These
distances will be used later to independently check the double difference carrier
phase ambiguities estimated between the shore antenna and each one of the
three launch-based GPSCard™ antennas.
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Figure 4.1: Launch Trajectory Observed for Marine Test

Table 4.1: SV Observed and their Azimuth and Elevation
SV

Azimuth

03

130 - 143˚

40 - 22˚

17

68 - 92˚

71 - 55˚

21

225 - 235˚

31 - 48˚

23

204 - 108˚

71 - 86˚

26

67 - 50˚

35 - 28˚

28

308 - 295˚

34 - 48˚

PDOP = 2.6 - 1.9
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Figure 4.2: GPS Antenna Configuration on Launch

All shore and launch-based P-XII and GPSCard™ antennas were
equipped with chokering groundplanes except one GPScard™ antenna (No.2) on
the survey launch.

The use of such groundplanes is to minimize multipath

effects and to compare convergence time for ambiguity resolution on the fly
with antenna No. 2 which had no chokering ground planes.

In order to analyze the effect of Selective Availability during the test, the
single point positioning of the monitor station data (Novatel GPSCard TM) is
examined. The sample single point positioning residuals for SV21, SV23 are
shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. From these figures, it is seen that
Selective Availability is minimal during the test. To further evaluate the quality
of the data, the multipath and ionospheric effects are discussed in the following
section.
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Figure 4.3: Residuals for Single Point Positioning on Satellite 21
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Figure 4.4: Residuals for Single Point Positioning on Satellite 23
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4.2

Multipath and Ionospheric Effects
An estimate of the combined effect of code noise and multipath is given as

(Lachapelle, 1991a):

δ = ∇∆Ρ − (∇∆Φ +∇∆Ν)

(4.1)

Since carrier phase measurements are usually two order of magnitude less noisy
than code measurements, the difference between code and carrier phase
observations is considered as being mostly due to receiver code noise and
multipath errors.

Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 give statistics between double difference code and
carrier phase measurements. These are results between the shore receiver, which
was fitted with a chokering and three launch receivers, two of which were fitted
with a chokering and the third one not. The rms values are similar for the three
pairs of receivers and appear to make little differences on receiver code noise and
multipath. It shall be shown in a later section, however, that the chokerings are
effective in reducing carrier phase multipath. If one divides the rms values given
in Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 by √2, one obtains the combined effect of code noise
and multipath on a single code measurement. The effect ranges from 22 to 68 cm
and agrees well with the estimated values in (Lachapelle et al, 1993a). Similar
results are obtained with P-XII PL1 and PL2 data. The P-XII C/A code results
are substantially higher, as expected.
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Table 4.2: Multipath Effects For GPScard™ Antenna 1
(With Chokering)
SV
(Base SV: 23)

∆∇ Code minus ∆∇ Carrier (m)
Max.

Min.

Mean

RMS

03

1.48

-1.14

0.25

0.58

17

1.16

-0.29

0.49

0.58

21

1.01

-2.28

-0.35

0.58

26

3.14

-1.16

0.89

1.15

28

1.43

-0.91

0.21

0.47

Table 4.3: Multipath Effects For GPScard™ Antenna 2
(Without Chokering)
SV
(Base SV: 23)

∆∇ Code minus ∆∇ Carrier (m)
Max.

Min.

Mean

RMS

03

2.07

-0.78

0.55

0.70

17

1.34

-0.39

0.53

0.62

21

1.08

-1.55

-0.05

0.43

26

2.81

-0.93

0.87

1.11

28

1.48

-1.16

0.37

0.51
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Table 4.4: Multipath Effects For GPScard™ Antenna 3
(With Chokering)
SV
(Base SV: 23)

∆∇ Code minus ∆∇ Carrier (m)
Max.

Min.

Mean

RMS

03

1.92

-1.57

0.38

0.64

17

1.57

-0.22

0.57

0.63

21

0.89

-1.73

-0.17

0.47

26

3.01

-0.96

0.81

1.06

28

1.32

-0.85

0.24

0.43

The ionospheric corrections on code and carrier phase measurements can
be calculated by Eqns. (2.12) and (2.13). The total ionospheric phase delay at an
epoch can not be estimated since the phase ambiguities N (L1) and N(L2) cause
some difficulty in determining the value. If both L1 and L2 carrier phase are
continuously tracked, i.e, there is no cycle slip during the interval (t 1 , t2 ), the
differential ionospheric delay over (t1 , t2 ) can be computed.

Figure 4.5 shows the ionospheric delay on P(L1) for satellite 23 on the
survey launch. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 gives the differential ionospheric delays for
satellite 23 on L1 (C/A) carrier phase and L1 (P1) carrier phase respectively.
Although the corrections from Figures 4.6 and 4.7 have same shape,

the

differential ionospheric delay on L1 (C/A) carrier phase ranges within 3
centimetres. The differential ionospheric delays on L1 (P1) carrier phase,
however, drifts with time. Similar performance is obtained with other satellites.
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The difference of ionospheric delays between L1 (C/A) and L1 (P1) carrier phase
may be caused by Ashtech P-XII receiver problems.

Ionospheric Effects on Range (m)
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Figure 4.6: The Ionospheric Delay on Range for Satellite 23
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Figure 4.6: The Differential Ionospheric Delay
on L1(C/A) Carrier Phase for Satellite 23
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Figure 4.7: The Differential Ionospheric Delay
on L1(P1) Carrier Phase for Satellite 23

4.3

Ambiguity Resolution on the Fly for Ashtech P-XII Reciver

The least-squares ambiguity search technique described in Chapter 3 is
tested using Ashtech P-XII receiver shipborne measurements. In order to obtain
several solutions for the carrier phase ambiguities and therefore improve
reliability, several trials were conducted using a different starting point, shifted
20 seconds forward from the previous one. This 20-second shift is sufficient to
decorrelate code and carrier receiver noise at both the monitor and the launch
and to decorrelate multipath at the launch. Several quasi-independent solutions
are thus obtained for the ambiguities. Software FLYKINTM (Lachapelle et al,
1992) was used for this purpose.

A priori carrier phase variance σ∇∆φ, the

number of trials, number of count ambiguity solutions, success rate (number of
trials/number of identical solutions) and average observation period required
for each type of solutions are given in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Ambiguity Resolution on the Fly -Performance Statistics
(Ashtech P-XII Receiver)
______________________________________________________________________________________

σ∆∇φ

Receiver and
Observation
Type

Nbr of

Nbr of

Success

Average

trials

Correct
Trials

rate

Period
Required

______________________________________________________________________________________

P-XII (Chokerings)
P1 and Φ
P2 and Φ

15 mm
15 mm

10
29

10
27

100%
93%

865
545

Widelane (L1-L2)

20 mm

58

40

69%

2

______________________________________________________________________________________

The success rate is 100% for the P-XII L1, 93% for L2 and 69% for widelane
(L1-L2) cases. In the L2 case, a 100% success rate could have been obtained by
increasing the a priori carrier phase standard deviation σ∇∆φ. This would have
increased the period required for ambiguity resolution. In the widelane case,
69% of the solutions yielded identical sets of ambiguities. The remaining 31%
produced different solutions. These incorrect solutions were often off by one
cycle and this is due to a combination of the effects of multipath and satellite
geometry. The time to convergence for the widelane case is very short, namely a
few seconds. This is due to the favourable ratio between the carrier phase noise
and the 86 cm wavelength of the widelane carrier.

In order to independently verify that the P-XII L1, L2 and L1-L2 ambiguity
solutions which are statistically identified as the correct ones are indeed correct,
the following equation is used to test the double difference ambiguities obtained
on L1, L2 and L1-L2 for each pair of satellites:
∆∇NL1-L2 = ∆∇NL1 - ∆∇NL2
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(4.2)

where ∆∇NL1-L2 is the double difference ambiguity of the L1-L2 observations
and ∆∇NL1 and ∆∇NL2, the corresponding ambiguities on L1 and L2,
respectively. The double difference ambiguities for L1, L2 and the widelane
carrier phase are listed in Table 4.6. In each case, the equation was satisfied,
which confirmed that all ambiguities were correctly identified.

Table 4.6: Double Difference Ambiguities for L1, L2 and Widelane (L1-L2)
Carrier Phase (Base Sat. 23)

Sv No.

∇∆ Ν1

∇∆ Ν2

∇∆ Ν1−2

Sv 28

21315295.0
-2490925.0

-2383032.0
577601.0

23698327.0
-3069526.0

Sv 26

-4576228.0

-9749140.0

5172912.0

Sv 21

-903911.0

1051151.0

-1955062.0

Sv 17

-1813835.0

-1484608.0

-329227.0

Sv 03

Sample double difference carrier phase residuals obtained after integer
ambiguity resolution are shown in Figure 4.8 to 4.10 for P-XII L1, L2 and
widelane (L1-L2) data, respectively.

A comparison of the a posteriori rms

residuals with the a priori standard deviations given in Table 4.5 shows that the
latter have the correct order of magnitude, once a safety factor of 2 is applied to
increase the success rate. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 clearly indicate the presence of
carrier phase multipath and a strong correlation between the double difference
residuals of P-XII L1 and L2 data. The widelane data tends to have a larger noise
effect.
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Figure 4.8: P-XII L1 Double Difference Carrier Phase Residuals
for SV 23-21
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Figure 4.9: P-XII L2 Double Difference Carrier Phase Residuals
for SV 23-21
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Figure 4.10: P-XII Widelane (L1-L2) Double Difference Carrier Phase
Residuals for SV 23-21

4.4

Ambiguity Resolution on the Fly for NovAtel Narrow Correlator
Spacing C/A Code Receiver

Ambiguity Resolution on the fly with the narrow correlator spacing C/A
code receiver (Novatel GPSCard TM) data on the survey launch is also successfully
achieved.

Tables 4.7 to 4.9 show results of the ambiguity resolution for

GPSCardTM No.1 to No.3, respectively. From these tables, ambiguity resolution
for the total of 23 trials (9 trials for GPSCardTM No.1, 7 trials for GPSCard TM
No.2, 7 trials for GPSCardTM No.3) is correctly obtained. Such a high success rate
is achieved by increasing the a priori standard deviation of the double difference
carrier phase measurements (e.g. Lachapelle et al 1993a). The average time
required using the GPSCard™ with no chokering groundplane on the launch
increases by some 60%. The reason is that the use of chokerings does reduce
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carrier phase multipath substantially, a fact which was not evident from Table
4.2 and 4.4.

Table 4.7: Performance Statistics of Ambiguity Resolution on the Fly
Using Novatel GPSCardTM No.1 Data (With Choke Ring)

Sv No.

∇∆ Ν

(Base Sat. 23)

Sv 03

11030055.0

Sv 28

-1575353.0

Sv 26

4726106.0

Sv 21

-1575477.0

Sv 17

6301618.0

No. of trials:

9

No. of correct trials: 9
Success rate: 100%
Average epochs required: 1032s
Standard phase variance: 18mm.

Table 4.8: Performance Statistics of Ambiguity Resolution on the Fly
Using GPSCardTM No.2 Data (Without Choke Ring)

Sv No.

∇∆ Ν

(Base Sat. 23)

Sv 03

17329679.0

Sv 28

-3150685.0

Sv 26

9452490.0

Sv 21

1575358.0

Sv 17

11027895.0

No. of trials:

7

No. of correct trials: 7
Success rate: 100%
Average epochs required: 1825s
Standard phase variance: 18mm.
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Table 4.9: Performance Statistics of Ambiguity Resolution on the Fly
Using Novatel GPSCardTM No.3 Data (With Choke Ring)
∇∆ Ν

Sv No.

(Base Sat. 23)

Sv 03
Sv 28

4726255.0
-1575392.0

Sv 26

3150698.0

Sv 21

-1575558.0

Sv 17

3150816.0

No. of trials:

7

No. of correct trials: 7
Success rate: 100%
Average epochs required: 1146s
Standard phase variance: 18mm.

The higher multipath influence on the GPSCard TM with no chokering is
also seen from the double difference carrier phase residuals. Shown in Figures
4.11 and 4.12 are the SVs 23-21 carrier phase double difference residuals with
fixed integer ambiguities for two GPScardTM s, one with chokering groundplanes
at both the monitor and the launch and another with a chokering at the monitor
only. It is evident that the residuals for the GPSCardTM with a chokering on the
launch are substantially lower than those obtained for GPSCardTM with no
chokering on the launch. The time period required for ambiguity resolution is a
little longer in this case. The two likely reasons are (i) larger carrier phase
multipath and (ii) much longer monitor-mobile distances, namely 10 - 24 km.
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Figure 4.11: GPSCard™ Double Difference Carrier Phase Residuals for SV 23-21
(Chokering Groundplanes at both the Monitor and Launch)
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Figure 4.12: GPSCard™ Double Difference Carrier Phase Residuals for SV 23-21
(Chokering Groundplanes at the Monitor only)

The correctness of the ambiguity solutions is verified by a similar method
as discussed previously. For any two GPSCard™ units i and j on the launch and
the monitor unit k, the following double difference ambiguity relation can be
derived:
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∆∇Ni-j = ∆∇N i-k - ∆∇Nj-k

(4.3)

Since the distances between the antennas on the launch are short and known, the
double difference ambiguities between these can be determined reliably in a few
seconds of observations (e.g., Cannon et al, 1992c) In each case, the equation
was satisfied, which confirmed that all single frequency GPSCard™ ambiguities
are also correctly identified.
Equation 4.3 cannot only be used to verify the ambiguity solutions, but
also can be used as a constraint to speed up the ambiguity search process and to
increase the reliability of the process. This will be addressed in Chapter 5.

4.6

Carrier, Code and Carrier Phase Smoothing of Code Solutions
In order to illustrate the level of accuracy achieved for the launch track

with fixed ambiguities, the carrier phase solutions are evaluated by (i) trajectory
comparisons between any two of three kinds of carrier phase L1, L2 and
widelane (L1-L2) for Ashtech P-XII receiver,

(ii) the distance comparisons

between any two of the three GPSCard™ units calculated at each epoch using the
fixed ambiguity solutions and the corresponding measured distances shown in
Figure 4.2.
The trajectory differences in latitude, longitude and height components
obtained with the fixed ambiguity solutions for carrier phase L1 and L2, and L1
and widelane (L1-L2) are presented in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. Comparing Figure
4.13 with Figure 4.14, the solution differences between carrier phase L1 and L2
are smaller than those obtained between carrier phase L1 and widelane (L1-L2).
The reason is that widelane (L1-L2) modify the errors, such as ionospheric effect,
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multipath and observation noise (Abidin, 1992). Reviewing the rms from these
graphs, it is noted that the accuracy of the height component is the weakest and
the longitude component is the strongest. This is consistent with general GPS
solutions, as expected and is dependent on satellite geometry.
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Figure 4.13: Solution Difference Between L1 and L2 Carrier Phase
with Fixed Ambiguity.
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Figure 4.14: Solution Difference Between L1 and Widelane (L1-L2)
Carrier Phase with Fixed Ambiguity.

The differences between the measured and calculated distances are shown
in Figure 4.15 and 4.16 for the GPSCard™ units 1 and 2, and 1 and 3,
respectively. The rms differences are 1.5 and 0.5 cm, respectively. The smaller
value in the latter case is due to the fact that chokering groundplanes are used
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both at the monitor and on the launch. These values are indicative of the level of
positioning accuracy achievable using fixed ambiguities determined to their
correct integer values.
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Figure 15: Distance Calculated Using Fixed Ambiguity Solutions Minus
Measured Distance Between GPSCard™ 1 and 2 on Launch
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Figure 4.16: Distance Calculated Using Fixed Ambiguity Solutions Minus
Measured Distance Between GPSCard™ 1 and 3 on Launch
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Since the presence of multipath around a survey launch operating at sea
is typically greater than multipath in the land kinematic environment, ambiguity
resolution on the fly is more difficult to achieve reliably in the marine case than
in the land case (e.g., Lachapelle et al, 1993a). In such a case, the use of a less
accurate carrier phase smoothing of the code approach might be preferable.

The kinematic positioning performance of the two receiver types used
during the trial is also assessed using successively code only and carrier phase
smoothed code measurements with the between-receiver single difference mode.
Software C 3NAVTM (Cannon & Lachapelle, 1992) is used for this purpose. In
C 3NAVTM, parallel filters are used to control code multipath and code/carrier
divergence. These filters are reset at every 300 epochs in this case. The use of a
different time constant do not affect the results significantly.

Results are summarized in Table 4.10 in term of rms differences between
coordinates estimated using successively code and carrier phase smoothed code,
and coordinates calculated using fixed ambiguity solutions. The latter solutions
are accurate to within a few cm as discussed earlier and the rms differences given
in Table 4.10 represent the accuracy of the code or carrier phase smoothing
solutions. The rms differences of the GPSCard™ code solutions are at the 0.5 1.1 m level, as compared to 2.3 - 6.0 m for the P-XII C/A code solution. The
corresponding carrier phase smoothing solutions are at the 0.4 - 0.9 m level for
the GPSCard™ and 0.7 - 1.0 m level for the P-XII C/A code. The GPSCard™
code and carrier phase smoothed code solutions are at the same level as the P-XII
P1 or P2 solutions. These tests confirm that a sub-metre accuracy can be obtained
in the marine environment using narrow correlator spacing single frequency
receiver technology.
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Table 4.10: DGPS Code And Carrier Phase Smoothing Positioning
Performance Statistics
______________________________________________________________________________________

Receiver

Observation
Type
Height

RMS Differences (m)
Lat
Lon

______________________________________________________________________________________

GPSCard™ No. 1 (Chokerings)

Code
Code & carrier

0.8
0.7

0.5
0.5

1.0
0.7

GPSCard™ No. 2
(Chokering at Monitor only)

Code
Code & carrier

0.6
0.5

0.5
0.4

1.1
0.9

GPSCard™ No. 3(Chokerings)
P-XII C/A
(Chokerings)

Code
Code & carrier
Code
Code & carrier

0.7
0.6
3.5
0.7

0.5
0.4
2.3
0.7

0.9
0.6
6.0
1.0

P-XII PL1
(Chokerings)

Code
Code & carrier

0.6
0.3

0.6
0.2

0.8
0.4

P-XII PL2
(Chokerings)

Code
Code & carrier

0.5
0.3

0.6
0.2

0.8
0.4

______________________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER 5

QUADRUPLE SINGLE FREQUENCY RECEIVER SYSTEM
FOR AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION ON THE FLY

From Chapter 4, it is seen that resolution of carrier phase ambiguities on
the fly (OTF) using a pair (monitor/remote) of single frequency receivers is
difficult to achieve reliably in an operational environment due to the unfavorable
ratio between carrier phase noise and multipath on the one hand, and the 19 cm
wavelength of the L1 carrier on the other hand. Assuming a relatively short
distance between the monitor and remote units (e.g., < 25 km, to reduce
differential orbital and atmospheric effects) and the availability of at least six
satellites with a PDOP ≤ 3, the time to resolution is found to vary between a few
tens to 1800 seconds, depending, for one, on whether chokering groundplanes
are used to minimize carrier phase multipath. In order to improve the OTF
ambiguity resolution time and reliability with single frequency receivers, the use
of a quadruple receiver system consisting of two static monitor units and two
mobile remote units mounted on the mobile platform is investigated in this
chapter. The methodology of ambiguity resolution using such a configuration is
described in section 3 of Chapter 3. The ambiguities between the two monitors
and between the two remote receivers can be determined within a few seconds
due to the short and fixed baselines between the units. These ambiguities can in
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turn be used as constraints to reduce the number of potential monitor/remote
ambiguity solutions and, therefore, to reduce the time to resolution. The results
of tests carried out with a configuration of four NovAtel GPSCard™ units are
presented. The time to resolution of the quadruple system is compared with
single pair units. The semi-kinematic results are analyzed and examined.

5.1

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD TEST

The semikinematic land tests were conducted on the Springbank Baseline
west of Calgary using four narrow correlator spacing C/A L1 GPSCard™ units
on two different occasions, namely in February and July 1993. The static
initialization provided a reliable and independent reference solution for the
ambiguities.

This can be used to verify the on-the-fly ambiguity resolution

computations. Only the kinematic portions of the trajectory were used to resolve
the ambiguities OTF. The vehicle speed during the tests ranged from 50 to 100
km/h. The data was reduced with FLYKINTM.

The quadruple receiver configuration tested herein is shown in Figure 5.1,
where k and __refer to the monitor antennas and i and j to the remote antennas
on the platform. The distance k - _ between the two monitor antennas was 15
and 6 m and the distance

i - j between the two antennas mounted on the

suburban vehicle was 1 and 2 m during test #1 and #2, respectively. During test
#1, only one monitor antenna (k) was equipped with a chokering groundplane.
During test #2, all four antennas were fitted with such groundplanes.

The

chokering groundplanes were used to reduce carrier phase mutlipath effects. The
distance between the monitor stations and the vehicle did not exceed 5 km. The
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differential effects of atmospheric and orbital errors are therefore cancelled out in
this case.

Monitor Station

Baselines k- l and i-j are relatively
short and the ambiguities can be
solved rapidly (length known)
Remote Station on Moving Platform

k
i
Monitor Station

j

Remote Station on Moving Platform

Figure 5.1: Quadruple Receiver Configuration

The satellite azimuths and elevations for test #1 are given in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.2 shows satellite elevations for test #2. SV 19 had the highest elevation
for test #1 and was used as the base satellite for all computations involving
double differences. For test #2, SV 17 was selected as the base satellite. In each
case, the PDOP was less than 3. The measurements were recorded every second.
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Table 5.1: Satellite Azimuths and Elevations For Test #1

SV

Azimuth

Elevation

02

222 - 234˚

07 - 32˚

11

117 - 93˚

16 - 39˚

16

310 - 282˚

23 - 22˚

18

167 - 166˚

56 - 27˚

19

298 - 100˚

81 - 69˚

27

276 - 292˚

41 - 68˚

28

72 - 45˚

33 - 24˚

90
17

80

Elevation (degree)

70
23
60
50

3

40

26
28

30
20

22

10
0
429000

16
430000

431000

432000

433000

GPS Time (seconds)

Figure 5.2: Satellite Elevations For Test #2
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434000

5.2

AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION ON THE FLY WITH SINGLE MONITORREMOTE PAIRS
Ambiguity resolution on the fly was first attempted using each

combination of monitor-remote pairs.

The double difference carrier phase

observations were assigned a priori standard deviations of 15 and 10 mm for test
#1 and #2, respectively.

Some 15 to 20 trials were performed in each case by

shifting the starting point forward by 60 seconds. The average observation time
required was 810 and 355 seconds for test #1 and #2, respectively. The longer
time required for test #1 is due to the absence of chokering groundplanes at three
of the four antennas and, consequently, to higher carrier phase multipath. The
success rate was 100% for all monitor/remote pairs, which indicates that the a
priori standard deviation selected was not too optimistic.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the double difference residuals for k - _, i - j, and
k - i, with fixed integer ambiguity solutions for SV19-18 and SV17-03, observed
during tests #1 and #2, respectively. It is evident that the residuals during test
#2 are substantially lower than those obtained during test #1. For test #1, only
one monitor antenna had chokering groundplanes. For test #2, all four antennas
were equipped with the groundplanes. The use of chokering groundplanes is
effective to mitigate multipath effects.

Since the distance between the two

remote units is relatively short, the carrier phase multipath between the two
antennas on the vehicle is strongly correlated. This correlation can be seen in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 which show the double difference residuals of SV19-18 and
SV17-03 for k - j and _ - i observed during tests #1 and #2, respectively. This
correlation is expected to be much smaller if the distance between the two
monitor units and that between
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(c) Monitor/ Remote Antenna Pair
Figure 5.3:
Residuals - Test #1 (No Chokering
Groundplanes at three Antennas)
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(c) Monitor / Remote Antenna Pair
Figure 5.4:
Residuals - Test #2 (Chokering
Groundplanes at all four Antennas)
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the two remote units were sufficiently long, e.g., 100 m.

Although this is

relatively easy to achieve on an aircraft or ship, total decorrelation cannot be
achieved on a smaller platform such as a land vehicle and this will decrease the
performance of the quadruple system.
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Figure 5.5: Correlated

Residuals Between Pairs of Receivers, Test #1
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Figure 5.6: Correlated

Residuals Between Pairs of Receivers, Test #2
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5.3

AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION ON THE FLY WITH A QUADRUPLE
SYSTEM

Since the vector lengths k - __and i - j are relatively short (< 100 m) and
can be easily determined, the double difference carrier phase ambiguities
∆∇Nk-_'s and ∆∇Ni-j's can be resolved reliably using a few seconds of
observations. The above ambiguities can then be used as constraints in solving
the double difference ambiguities between the monitor and remote receivers,
e.g., ∆∇Ni-k, ∆∇Nj-k, ∆∇Ni-_, and ∆∇Nj-_. Referring to section 3 of Chapter 3,
the constraints for the quadruple system shown in Figure 5.1 can be expressed as:
∆∇Ni-j = ∆∇Ni-k - ∆∇Nj-k

(5.1)

∆∇Ni-j = ∆∇Ni-_ - ∆∇Nj-_

(5.2)

∆∇Nk-_ = ∆∇Nk-i - ∆∇N_-i

(5.3)

These three sets of double difference ambiguity relations yield (n-1)x3
double difference ambiguity equations, where n is the number of satellites
observed.

The potential ambiguities for each monitor-remote pair shown in

Figure 5.1 are first calculated using a standard OTF procedure. Only the potential
ambiguities which satisfy the above equations are retained.

The quadruple receiver configuration was analyzed using a series of 18
(test #1) and 17 (test #2) trials conducted using starting points shifted some three
minutes forward from the previous one to decorrelate code and carrier receiver
noise and multipath as much as possible. The summary results are given in Table
5.2.

In these tests, the data from each remote-receiver pair was processed

separately until the number of potential ambiguity solutions was down to 50.
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Once 50 potential ambiguity solutions remained on each monitor/remote pair,
the constraint equations were used to reject the solutions which did not satisfy
these equations. This left 8 (test #1) and 16 (test #2) sets of potential solutions.
Further processing was then done on each remote-receiver pair using these
solutions until a unique solution was obtained on at least one remote-receiver
pair. The constraint equations were then used to find the ambiguities of the
other remote-receiver pairs. This reduced the time to resolution from 810 to 471
seconds in test #1, and from 355 to 181 seconds in test #2, a gain of 42% and 48%,
respectively. The results show that a 45% improvement is obtained using the
quadruple system.
Table 5.2
Summary of Performance Statistics for Ambiguity Resolution On The Fly
with a Quadruple GPSCard™ Configuration
______________________________________________________________________________________
Characteristics

Test # 1
No chokering groundplane at 3 antennas

Test #2
Chokering groundused at all antennas

______________________________________________________________________________________
Average period required for ambiguity
resolution using a single pair of receivers
without constraint equations

810

355

Average period required for each pair of
receivers to go down to 50 potential ambiguity sets

177

47

Average number of ambiguity sets which
satisfy the constraint equations (out of 50)

8 sets

16 sets

Average period required for ambiguity
resolution using constraint equations

471

181

Average improvement of quadruple receiver
configuration over single pair of receivers

42%

48%

______________________________________________________________________________________
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5.4

KINEMATIC POSITIONING RESULTS

In order to illustrate the level of accuracy achieved for the vehicle
trajectory with the correct integer ambiguities held fixed, the differences between
measured and known values of the control points was computed using the data
collected during test #1.
stations was compared to

The vehicle trajectory from two different monitor
give an internal performance evaluation of the

different receiver combination.

As discussed earlier, the semi-kinematic (e.g., stop/go) mode was used
during test #1 and three runs were done. During each run, the vehicle was
brought to a stop and the antenna was moved to the control point, and one
minute of observations were made. The double difference phase ambiguities
were selected the results of ambiguity resolution for quadruple system. The
vehicle trajectory was estimated by a Kalman filter with fixed ambiguities. Tables
5.3 and 5.4 show the agreement at the control points during each run for receiver
pairs k-j and _ - i, respectively.

Differences with known control points vary between -4 and 2 cm and are
consistent with the accuracy of the control points. The mean values computed
using the differences with the known control points are 0.2 cm in latitude, -0.8
cm in longitude and -1.4 cm in height. The results are satisfactory and indicate
that the kinematic position with carrier phase are accurate to the cm level.

The differences of vehicle trajectory from two different monitor stations is
shown in Figure 5.7. It is seen that the differences in latitude and longitude are
generally within 1.0 cm, but in height go up to 2.0-3.0 cm. The rms are 0.3 cm in
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latitude, 0.2 cm in longitude and 1.0 cm in height, respectively. The results
provide a good check of the processing method and receiver performance.

Table 5.3: Position Differences with Control Points for Receiver Pair: k - j
Control Points - Kinematic Coordinates
Receiver Pair : k - j

∆φ
Run

Max.

Min.

(cm)
No. 1

∆h

∆λ
Mean

Max.

Min.

Mean

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

-0.62

-1.07

-0.62

0.40

-1.16

-0.44

-0.28

-0.68

-1.28

-0.99

-1.02

-2.97

-1.98

0.57

-0.67

-1.14

-0.89

-0.50

-2.10

-1.24

Mean

Max.

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

0.02

-0.92

-0.49

No. 2

0.03

-0.59

No. 3

0.95

0.22

Min.

Table 5.4: Position Differences with Control Points for Receiver Pair:

-i

Control Points - Kinematic Coordinates
Receiver Pair: l - i

∆φ
Run

Max.

Min.

(cm)
No. 1

∆h

∆λ
Mean

Max.

Min.

Mean

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

-0.52

-1.20

-0.87

-0.49

-3.41

-2.23

0.86

-0.63

-1.21

-0.87

-1.77

-3.38

-2.58

0.31

-0.56

-1.10

-0.80

-1.77

-3.20

-2.45

Mean

Max.

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

0.85

-0.37

0.25

No. 2

1.22

0.55

No. 3

0.78

-0.10
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Figure 5.7: The Vehicle Trajectory Differences
form Two Different Monitor Stations
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CHAPTER 6

APPLICATION OF GPS TO PRECISE WATER LEVEL PROFILING

The application of GPS to water level profiling with cm-level accuracy is
investigated in this chapter with the ambiguities resolved on the fly. In order to
study the possibility, a DGPS survey along an 80-km section of the Fraser River,
British Columbia, was carried out in March 1993. Dual frequency receivers were
used to permit quasi-instantaneous carrier phase ambiguity resolution OTF
using widelane observables. Frequent ties to Bench Marks (B.M.'s) were made to
assess independently the accuracy of the GPS methodology. The shore-to-launch
height transfer through spirit leveling was used. From the results presented in
this chapter, it is demonstrated that the precise DGPS positioning can be used as
a tool for profiling river water levels at the 5-10 cm accuracy level.

The

knowledge of continuous water level profiles can be applied to tidal studies and
other hydrographic purposes such as the establishment of chart datums.

Field work conducted and data pre-processing are first described. The
DGPS positioning results for the static reference stations are then presented. The
kinematic water level profiling results and the accuracies obtained are discussed.
The performance of the solutions for long distances between the GPS reference
station and the survey launch is also investigated. The results of this project are
described by Lachapelle et al (1993d).
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6.1

FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND DATA PREPROCESSING

The GPS survey of an 80-km segment of the Fraser River, British
Columbia, from its mouth in the Strait of Georgia to Chilliwack, as shown in
Figure 6.1, was conducted during the period 15 - 18 March 1993. A 13-m survey
launch (Revisor) moving at a speed of about 10 km h-1 was used. The P code
was transmitting in the clear and Ashtech P-XII receivers were used to collect
code and carrier phase data on both L1 and L2 simultaneously.

Widelane

observables (L1 - L2) could therefore be used to resolve the carrier phase
ambiguities on-the-fly effectively. One receiver was mounted on the launch and
three others were deployed at five reference stations, as shown in Figure 6.1. The
three-dimensional coordinates of these reference stations were estimated through
a precise GPS static survey.
Accurate levelled or orthometric heights were transferred effectively to
shore B.M.'s for direct access by survey launch-borne GPS. The locations of the
B.M.'s are shown in Figure 6.1. These B.M.'s were subsequently used to assess
independently the accuracy of GPS-derived orthometric heights.

The GPS-

derived ellipsoid height differences were converted to orthometric height
differences using a geoid model.
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Figure 6.1: Fraser River GPS Water Level Profiling Survey
Two chokering groundplanes were available during the river survey.
These were previously found to improve significantly the performance of the PXII receiver (Cannon & Lachapelle, 1992a). One was used with the receiver on
the survey launch every day, except on 17 March. The other was used at
reference station Langley on 15, 16 and 17 March, and at station Mission on 18
March. The maximum distance between the launch and any one reference station
used initially was < 20 km. During the survey, 4 to 7 satellites at an elevation ≥
15˚ were available. The data was utilized only when the number of satellites was
≥ 5 since ambiguity resolution on the fly requires at least 5 satellites. The PDOP
was generally between 2 and 5, except for short periods during which it was
larger due to losses of carrier phase lock. The observed numbers of satellites and
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PDOP for 15, 16, 17 and 18 March are shown in Figures 6.2 to 6.5, respectively.
Several bridges and other interference sources, especially in the vicinity of
Vancouver International Airport, resulted in losses of phase lock.

The

Number of Satellites

ambiguities could however be recovered quickly using the widelane observables.
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Figure 6.2: Observed Numbers of Satellites and PDOP, 15 March 1993
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Figure 6.3: Observed Numbers of Satellites and PDOP, 16 March 1993
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Figure 6.4: Observed Numbers of Satellites and PDOP, 17 March 1993
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Figure 6.5: Observed Numbers of Satellites and PDOP, 18 March 1993

Data preprocessing was made for cycle slip detection. It was found that
the data collected on 15 and 18 March proved to be of a better quality than that
on 16 and 17 March. In the former case, segments of up to 10 minutes of cycle
slip free data were recorded. In the latter case, cycle slips, mostly on L2, were
detected every 10 to 30 seconds.

These problems are likely caused by a

combination of factors, such as the absence of a chokering groundplane on the
launch on 17 March, frequently passing through bridges on 16 March and
receiver instabilities. These problems were overcome by using the widelane
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observables (L1-L2) since widelane carrier phase ambiguities can be resolved
effectively, is seconds.

6.2

POSITIONING RESULTS FOR REFERENCE STATIONS

The static data processing was firstly carried out prior to implementing
the kinematic data. The double difference solution was retained as the best
solution. A total of 6 points were observed. Two of them, Brocton and Mission
Geodetic Point, were selected as fixed site since their coordinates (WGS 84) were
obtained from the Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS). All other coordinates
refer to these two stations. Table 6.1 gives the stations observed and processed in
static mode. The sketch of the reference stations is shown in Figure 6.6.

Table 6.1: Stations observed in Static Mode
Station

March 15

March 16

Brockton
Mission
Geodetic Point
New
Westminster

**

**

Langley

**

**

Mission

**

March 17

**

March 18
**

**
*
**
**

Chilliwack

**

Note: ** station observed and processed.
* station observed but not processed.
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**

Table 6.2 lists the coordinates of the reference stations as determined from
the DGPS survey. At least 6 hours of data were recorded at all reference stations
except for the Mission Geodetic Point. Only some one hour of observation was
conducted at the Mission Geodetic Point. However, it is enough to determine the
baseline between the Mission Geodetic Point and Mission reference station since
the distance between these two points is only some 3 km. The lengths of other
baselines are more than 20 km. The solutions with fixed integer ambiguities for
short baselines and float ambiguities for long baselines were used as the final
results. The carrier phase data interval used in the static data reduction was 4
seconds for the short baselines and 15 seconds for the long baselines.

The

satellite elevation cutoff angle was 15°.
49.35
Brockton

Latitude (deg.)

49.3
49.25
49.2

New Westminster

Mission

Chilliwack

49.15
49.1

Mission Geodetic Point
Langley

49.05
-123.5

-123

-122.5

-122

Longitude (deg.)

Figure 6.6: Sketch of the Reference Stations
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-121.5

Table 6.2: DGPS Static Survey Results for Reference Stations
Stations

Day

Mission
New
Westminster

Longley

Baselines

Latitude (N)

Longitude(W)

(dms)

(dms)

Ellipsoidal
Height
(m)

March 15

MiGeoP1 -Mission

49-09-20.87842

122-18-53.51087

128.972

March 18

Brocton-Mission

49-09-20.86790

122-18-53.50542

128.956

March 15

Mission-New Wm2 49-11-48.34504

122-53-58.98030

-17.434

March 16

Brocton-New Wm 2 49-11-48.34453

122-53-58.98379

-17.401

March 15

Mission-Langley

49-06-02.83482

122-37-34.63107

-8.394

March 16

Brocton-Langley

49-06-02.83377

122-37-34.62637

-8.391

March 17

Mission-Langley

49-06-02.83285

122-37-34.63167

-8.340

Mission-Chilliwack 49-10-37.56116

121-56-35.58154

-6.853

Chilliwack

March 17

Note:

MiGeoP represents Mission Geodetic Point
New.Wm represents New Westminster reference station

1
2

The misclosures of two triangles formed by the baseline solutions were
examined. The results are presented in Table 6.3. From this table, it is seen that
the misclosure in each component is less than 15 cm. The 3D error is at the 1.0
ppm level, which is well within expected accuracy.

Table 6.3: Triangle Misclosures of Baseline Solutions
Triangle
Brockton-Mission-New
Westminster
Brockton-Mission-Langley

Misclosure Misclosure Misclosure
(ϕ)
(λ)
(h)

Length
(km)

3D Error
m/ppm

0.015 m

-0.108 m

-0.033 m

122 km

0.114/0.9

0.032 m

0.145 m

-0.004 m

125 km

0.148/1.1

It should be mentioned that the DGPS derived ellipsoidal differences must
be converted to orthometric height differences prior to comparison with levelling
heights. The relation between these two height systems can be given by
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N=h-H

Where

(6.1)

h

... ellipsoidal height

H

... orthometric height

N

... geoidal height

In this case, two kinds of geoid models are available. One was provided
by Geodetic Survey of Canada (Veronneau & Mainville, 1992) and another geoid
model was computed at The University of Calgary (She, 1993). A comparison
with these two models at a few points resulted in a relative agreement of better
than 2 cm. This however does not mean that the geoid is known to such a high
level of accuracy since essentially the same gravimetric data was used for both
models. The agreement between levelled and GPS-derived orthometric heights
will however provide a measure of the accuracy of the relative geoid along the
Fraser River.

6.3

KINEMATICS RESULTS FOR WATER LEVEL PROFILING

The GPS kinematic data was post-processed using carrier phase ambiguity
resolution on the fly and software FLYKINTM. The nearest reference station was
usually used to form the double differenced carrier phase observables.

The

double differenced widelane observables were assigned a priori values of 3 cm on
15, 16, and 18 March, and 3.5 cm on 17 March since chokering groundplanes
were not used on the survey launch on that day. The time to integer ambiguity
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resolution on-the-fly varied between a few seconds to a few minutes, depending
upon the satellite geometry and on the carrier phase noise and multipath. As
discussed early, cycle slips occurrences were frequent due to the dynamics of the
survey launch and receiver instabilities.

These problems were overcome by

constraining the GPS-derived height differences along the trajectory to ≤ 50 cm
over short periods. When using widelane observables, the wavelength is 86 cm
and the above constraint is effective in detecting a cycle slip and speeding up
ambiguity resolution on the fly. Sample double differenced widelane carrier
phase residuals for each day of the survey are shown in Figure 6.7. The RMS
values range from 0.9 cm for 15 March to about 2.0 cm for the other days. The
reason for better residuals on 15 March is the use of chokering groundplanes at
both the remote unit on the survey launch and at the reference station to reduce
phase multipath.

Table 6.4 lists the differences between levelled and GPS derived heights at
B.M.'s along Fraser river. Table 6.5 summarizes the statistics of the results. In
this case, four kinds of agreements are examined. The first one is the agreement
between successive GPS height determinations at each B.M. visit. The second
one is the agreement between successive B.M. visits.

Then, the agreement

between GPS-derived and levelled heights at each B.M. is examined. Finally, the
agreement between GPS-derived and levelled heights at each B.M. is estimated
again after a geoid bias is removed.
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Figure 6.7: Double Difference Carrier Phase Residuals
With Integer Ambiguities Resolved On the Fly
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424000

The procedure used to transfer GPS-derived heights to the B.M.'s on shore
was carried out using a level on shore and a levelling rod on the launch.
Readings of the rod from the shore, with the launch either moving or at rest,
were made several times at every B.M., at intervals of ≤ 200 s. The observation
time was recorded to determine the GPS antenna height at that epoch during
post-processing. The height offset between the GPS antenna and the rod was
also determined. The distance between the level and the rod was usually < 50 m.
This height transfer, which is the largest error of all those contributing to the
estimation of the GPS antenna elevation by land-based spirit levelling, was
estimated independently at 2 cm. The other errors, such as spirit levelling errors,
are negligible as compared to the above. The height differences between GPS and
levelling, obtained during successive rod readings, can be analyzed to determine
the combined effect of the height transfer error and the GPS height stability over
time at each B.M. (200 to 600 seconds) required for the height transfer. It is found
that the RMS agreement between the readings is 5.2 cm.

Let us determine independently the GPS error contributions. The RMS
values of the double differenced widelane phase residuals, which represent the
combined effect of phase noise and multipath, is of the order of 1 to 2 cm. The
PDOP varies between 2 and 5, with an average value near 3. The a priori GPS
height stability is therefore of the order of 4.5 cm. Once the height transfer error
of 2 cm is quadratically added to the above, one obtains a total error of about 5
cm, which agrees well with the empirically derived above value of 5.2 cm.
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Of the 14 B.M.'s for which GPS solutions were obtained, 9 were re-visited,
either later on the same day or on a different day, as indicated in Table 6.4. Some
B.M.'s were visited for which no GPS solution was obtained due to an
insufficient (< 5) number of satellites available.

The repeatability of these

measurements was assessed and the agreement between GPS-derived heights
obtained at the same B.M.'s on different visits was estimated. This quantity is
free from any geoid error and is an effective measure of the repeatability of GPS.
The RMS agreement was found to be 5.5 cm, nearly the same as the agreement
between successive determinations within a visit.

The RMS agreement between GPS-derived and levelled orthometric
heights was found to be 6.4 cm. This includes possible unmodelled geoid effects.
As a first approximation of such an effect, the mean difference between the two
sets of heights was calculated. The value was found to be 0.6 cm. The GPSderived orthometric heights were corrected for this geoid bias and are shown in
Figure 6.8. The new RMS value is still 6.4 cm. It is well within the accuracy
levels anticipated.

Sample water level profiles for March 15 and 18 are shown in Figure 6.9
and 6.10, respectively. They are the ellipsoidal heights of the GPS antenna on the
survey launch when the survey launch traveled along the Fraser River. It clearly
indicates that water level profiles are precisely determined. It is noted that the
plots in these figures are decimated by a factor of five to reduce the density of the
lines.
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Table 6.4: Differences Between Levelled and GPS-Derived
Heights at B.M.'s Along Fraser River
________________________________________________________________________
Differences (δ) Between Levelled and
GPS-Derived Orthometric Heights (cm)
Bench Mark
15 March
__(km)a δ (cm)b

16 March
__(km) δ (cm)

17 March c
__(km) δ (cm)

18 March
__(km) δ (cm)

________________________________________________________________________
111

Pt. Atkinson

-5, -6, -3
111

Iona
Fraser St
Wiggins St.

-6, -14

142

3, 4, -1

111

52

7, 0, 5

52

3, 1, 5

7

New West

233

1, -2, -4

12

2, 3, -4

Port Mann

203

5, 6, 4

62

2, -3, -5

Barnston Island

123

-5, -5, -2

Port Hammond

113

2, -2, 1

Albion

103
103

-3, 2, 0, 5
-1, -7

Fort Langley

103
103

4, 5, -2
-4, -7, -3

Whonnock

133

-5, -3

133 14, -5, -7
183 4, 12, 13
183 -2, 5, -2

Silverdale
Mission

44 -14, -17, -16
44 -11

Cox

94

4, 0, 9

________________________________________________________________________
a
b
c
1
2
3
4

Distance to nearest GPS reference station used
Differences for successive measurements made up to 200 seconds apart
No chokering groundplane on the survey launch
Distance from GPS Reference station Brockton (No chokering groundplane used)
Distance from GPS Reference station New Westminster (No chokering groundplane used)
Distance from GPS Reference station Langley (Chokering groundplane used on 15, 16, and 17
March)
Distance from GPS Reference station Mission (Chokering groundplane used on 18 March)
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Table 6.5: Statistics of GPS-Derived and Levelled
Heights - Summary Statistics
______________________________________________________________________________________

RMS agreement between successive GPS height
determinations (∆T ≤ 200 s) at each B.M. visit.

5.2 cm

RMS agreement between successive B.M.
visits (several hours < ∆T < 3 days).

5.5 cm

RMS agreement between GPS-derived
and levelled (B.M.) heights.

6.4 cm

Geoid undulation bias (∆N) estimated by
comparing GPS and levelled heights.

0.6 cm

RMS agreement between GPS-derived and
levelled (B.M.) heights (Geoid bias removed)
6.4 cm
________________________________________________________________________

20

Whonnock
Silverdale

Port
Mann
Wigginins St.

Difference (cm)

10

Port
Hammond

Fort
Langley
Cox

Point
Atkinson

0
Fraser St.
New
West

-10

Barnston
Island
Albion
Mission

Iona

-20
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Distance (km)

Figure 6.8: Differences Between GPS-Derived and
Levelled Heights (Geoid Bias Removed)
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Figure 6.9: Water Level Profiling for March 15
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Figure 6.10: Water Level Profiling for March 18
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6.4

PERFORMANCE OF WATER LEVEL PROFILING FOR LONG
DISTANCE SOLUTIONS BETWEEN GPS REFERENCE STATION
AND SURVEY LAUNCH

The results of water level profiling for the previous section are for the
cases when the distance between GPS reference station and survey launch is ≤ 25
km. An interesting question is the performance of water level profiling when the
distance between the reference station and the survey launch is greater than 25
km and up to 70 km. The GPS data on March 18 is selected to investigate this
question.

The comparison of height differences between short and long distances is
presented in Table 6.6. For the case of long distance solutions, the Mission
reference station was used and produced distances of 38 to 65 km to the five
B.M.'s listed in the table. The degradation of accuracy is gradual, with a RMS of
15.3 cm for differences between GPS-derived and levelled (B.M.) heights when
using long distances versus 5.6 cm when using short distances. This is expected
in view of the residual effects of the atmosphere and orbits.

The results ,

however, are useful to understand the performance of long monitor-launch
distance for ambiguity resolution on the fly.

The survey launch coordinates differences between short and long
distances are given in Figure 6.11. The corresponding rms are 9.3 cm in latitude ,
9.4 cm in longitude and 16.6 cm in height. The data gaps in this figure are due to
the survey launch passing under bridges or ambiguities which cannot be
resolved owing to the effects of atmosphere, orbits and multipath and the quality
of the GPS observed data, as discussed earlier. The sudden jumps are more than
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likely due to incorrect ambiguities. However, these results indicate the level of
accuracy achievable when distances of up to 70 km between the GPS reference
station and the survey launch for ambiguity resolution on the fly.

Table 6.6: Comparison of Longer and Shorter Distance Solutions Between
Reference Station and Survey Launch for the Height Differences
________________________________________________________________________
Diff. (GPS Derived
minus Levelled)
Distance
Time of Short
Ellipsoidal
Long
Short2
Bench Mark.
(Km)
(GPS Seconds)
Hgt. Diff.1
______________________________________________________________________________________

Port Mann

38.2

418173.0
418246.0
418366.0

19 cm
13
23

-17 cm
-16
-28

2 cm
-3
-5

New West

43.6

419794.0
419881.0
420211.0

26
20
-4

-24
-17
0

2
3
-4

Wiggins St.

47.8

422314.0
422375.0
422467.0

4
3
-13

-1
-2
18

3
1
5

Fraser St.

56.8

424850.0

20

-13

7

Iona

64.7

426963.0
6
-12
-6
427161.0
-11
-3
-14
______________________________________________________________________________________
RMS
15.6 cm
15.3 cm
5.6 cm
______________________________________________________________________________________
1 This is ellipsoidal height difference between the GPS short distance solution and long
distance s solution
2 The results with shorter distances are taken from Table 6.4 for comparison purpose.
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Figure 6.11: The Launch Coordinates Differences
Between Short and Long Distances
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Precise GPS kinematic positioning using P code and narrow correlator
spacing C/A code technologies in the marine environment was investigated in
this thesis. Two processing methods, namely, carrier phase ambiguity resolution
on the fly and carrier smoothing code, were employed. A variation of the least
squares ambiguity search technique was studied and applied in three kinematic
tests, two data sets collected in shipborne mode and one data set collected in
land mode. In order to improve the on-the-fly ambiguity resolution time and
reliability with single frequency receivers, a quadruple receiver system
consisting of two static monitor units and two mobile remote units mounted on
the mobile platform was tested.

The results of tests carried out with a

configuration of four NovAtel GPSCardTM units were analyzed and compared.
The application of GPS to water level profiling with a high level of accuracy was
also investigated using GPS carrier phase observations with widelane
ambiguities resolved on the fly. In the following, conclusions emerging from this
thesis and some recommendations for further investigations are presented.
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7.1

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the investigations reported herein and the results obtained from
the tests, major findings are as follows:

1) Both P code and narrow correlator spacing single frequency C/A code receiver
technologies have same level performance in terms of ambiguity resolution on
the fly in a survey launch environments when single frequency P code data is
used. The observation time required for resolution is relatively long and of the
order of 10 to 20 minutes.

2) The widelane (L1-L2) carrier phase observables from dual frequency P code
receivers can resolve ambiguities in a few seconds.

The accuracies of the

solutions are slightly degraded since the receiver noise and multipath are
increased in this case. However, the larger number of solutions possible results
in a higher level of reliability.

3) In a survey launch environment, the multipath caused by the ship's reflective
structure and sea water is a major error source.

The use of chokering

groundplanes proved to effectively reduce the carrier phase multipath effects.
The time to ambiguity resolution could be mitigated.

4) Many factors affect the speed and reliability of ambiguity resolution on the fly,
such as observation errors and biases,

satellite geometry and the distance

between the monitor station and the mobile remote unit. The a priori carrier
phase variance is also a major factor.
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5) The multi-receiver configuration approach described in this thesis to resolve
the ambiguity on the fly has lead to a 45 % improvement for time to resolution
compared to the use of a single pair of monitor/remote single frequency receiver.
For the system consisting of four NovAtel GPSCardTM, the ambiguity resolution
on the fly is obtained in three minutes for the land kinematic case.

6) The feasibility of using GPS to establish the water profile of a river and B.M.'s
along its shores with a high level of accuracy was demonstrated. The GPS error
contribution is found to be 5.0 cm. The repeatability of GPS, based on re-visits of
selected B.M.'s, was calculated as 5.5 cm RMS. The agreement between GPSderived orthometric and levelled heights at B.M.'s was obtained as 6.4 cm RMS.

7) The on-the-fly ambiguity resolution using widelane observables is possible
when the distances between monitor stations and remote survey launch are
greater than 25 km. Distances of up to 70 km were tested in this case. The
degradation of reliability for ambiguity resolution is gradual and the accuracy of
water level profiling is degraded with an RMS of 15.3 cm for differences between
GPS-derived and levelled (B.M.) heights when using long distances, versus 5.6
cm when using short distances. This is expected in view of the residual effects of
atmosphere and orbits and the resulting difficulty in resolving the widelane
ambiguities.

8) The carrier phase smoothing of the code approach is a more robust but less
accurate technique. In the marine environment, the accuracy of positioning is
found to be at the 50-100 cm level.
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7.2

RECOMMENDATIONS

The research reported in this thesis is a contribution to the investigation of
the performance of dual frequency P code and single frequency C/A code
technologies for precise DGPS positioning in the shipborne environment and to
assess the feasibility of fast and reliable on-the-fly ambiguity resolution. The
following recommendations for further investigations are made:

1) In order to have more insight into the performance of the on-the-fly ambiguity
resolution techniques, the effects of multipath, residual atmospheric and orbit
errors and receiver noise on the performance of ambiguity resolution should be
thoroughly investigated and analyzed.

2) The quadruple single frequency system for ambiguity resolution on the fly
should be tested and investigated for the case of a larger platform where the
antennas can be installed farther apart to decorrelate carrier phase multipath,
such as in the airborne and shipborne cases. Total decorrelation is difficult to
achieve on a smaller platform such as the land vehicle used in this thesis.

3) More powerful algorithms for ambiguity resolution on the fly should be
investigated (e.g., Chen, 1993). With full satellite deployment, this algorithm
would allow fast and reliable ambiguity resolution for all kinematic cases in all
regions and during all times of the day.

4) Investigations into the effectiveness of cycle slip correction methods for the
kinematic mode are required. The reliability of GPS kinematic positioning with a
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high level accuracy would be improved if accurate cycle slip corrections were
possible under at most operational conditions.
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